Effective composite particle dynamics can be derived by weak mapping of quantum fields. This m ethod was already applied to derive effective boson or boson-fermion coupling theories from a nonlinear subfermion field. In this paper we present an extension of those calculations to the general group theoretical treatm ent of two-fermion bound states and their coupling to (elementary) fermions within an arbitrary nonlinear spinor-isospinor field model. The resulting effective field equations are com pared with the corresponding phenomenological expressions which for example underly the standard electroweak theory.
Introduction
The derivation of an effective dynamics for com posite particles (fields) is an essential problem com mon to all microscopic theories. Starting from a mi croscopic subdynamics the form ation of composites and their m utual interaction emerge in effective equa tions that govern the system on a m ore macroscopic level. In relativistic quantum field theory effective ac tions are usually derived by evaluation of path inte grals where composite structures are introduced by field operator products ('strong m apping'). However as it was shown in [1, 2] the strong m apping approach leads to conceptional difficulties apart from m athe matical problem s concerning the path integral.
Based on the algebraic properties of quantum fields Stumpf and coworkers have developed an alternative method to avoid the drawbacks of the conventional treatm ent. In this m ethod the subtheory is formulated in terms of functional equations and states. Then by definition of composite particle states these functional equations and states can be transform ed to a represen tation corresponding to the effective composite p ar ticle dynamics. F o r a detailed introduction see [1, 2] . This (weak) m apping procedure was successfully applied to derive effective dynamics of bound states within the subfermion model of Stum pf [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] which is based on Heisenberg's nonlinear spinor theory [8] .
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The main concept was introduced in [4, 9, 10] consid ering the example of an effective boson-fermion cou pling theory. Subsequently formfactors appearing in the composite particle description were considered [11] . An effective SU (2) Yang-Mills theory with com posite vector bosons was first derived in [5] and then confirmed in [12, 13] . Based on these considerations models of composite electroweak bosons, leptons, Han-N am bu quarks and gluons were presented [6, 14] . Together with the inclusion of gravity [7] these investigations should be completed to a unified sub fermion model of elementary particles.
The present investigation is mainly devoted to the question of the possible explanation of the phe nomenological theories that underly the standard model before symmetry breaking. O n the subfermion level we consider a nonlinear spinor-isospinor field model with global SU{2)xU(l) isospin symmetry. Based on this model the simplest way to derive the principle structure of the standard model of electro weak interactions on the composite particle level is to represent the fermions by the elementary spinor fields and the bosons (gauge bosons and possible composite scalar bosons) by two-fermion bound states. (In a real istic subfermion model of electroweak interactions quarks and leptons are expected to be composed of at least three subfermions.) F or this model we will treat the most general case of the effective dynamics using the complete algebraic spectrum of two-particle bound states (scalars and vectors within isospin 0 and 1 and fermion number 0 and ± 2). The resulting effec tive field equations will then be com pared with the 0932-0784 / 94 / 0600-0649 $ 06.00 © -Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, D-72072 Tübingen corresponding phenomenological equations. In this way the afore m entioned investigations are general ized and completed by the group theoretical classifica tion of all possible effective theories resulting from a group theoretical analysis of bound two-fermion states.
In forthcoming papers more realistic extensions will be presented including three-particle fermion states and isospin symmetry breaking. Thus a general struc tural analysis of possible subfermionic explanations of the standard model will be given. As our emphasis lies on the description of the form ation of dynamical sym metries on the composite particle level our treatm ent may be regarded as com plem entary to earlier investi gations of D ürr and Sailer [15, 16] where the reduction of effective symmetries (of the standard model) to fun dam ental ones (of a subfermion model) was consid ered.
Nonlinear Spinor Field Model
In this section we introduce the general formulation of a nonlinear spinor field model with local fourfermion interaction as described in [17] . We consider a Dirac-spinor-isospinor field i//aA (x) with Dirac index a = 1 ,..., 4 and isospin index >1 = 1,2. The self-interaction is supposed to be Lorentz-and isospin-U (2)-invariant. The antisymm etrization of the (normal or dered) vertex is explicitly taken into account by an antisymmetrized Fierz expansion with characteristic coupling constants for a special interaction model. With this general Fierz expansion the field equation of the spinor-isospinor field i// (x) reads
h with the basic elements vh = vst = r <g> t* e {y*,Z " v, y 5 y", iy5, 1 } ® {1 , t k}, vh = vst = Ts ® Tl e {y", I M V , y 5 y", i y 5, 1} (x) {1, t*},
in the direct product space of spin and isospin and corresponding coupling constants gh and gh. The Pauli matrices in isospace are denoted by { r',f = 0 ,..., 3} with r° := H. Further the abbreviation G := C (x) ct , cx: = -ix2 is used. The kinetic operator contains a mass param eter m0; the suffix 'reg' indicates some kind of regularization to achieve a regular theory. In the subfermion model of Stumpf for this purpose a nonperturbative auxiliary field regularization is used. In the following we don't use this kind of regulariza tion explicitly. Rather we suppose the theory to be sufficiently regular for the further evaluation.
The field equation (1) and the corresponding charge conjugated equation can be compactly written by the introduction of a superspinor \j/ = A = 1,2 which combines the spinor ij/ and the charge conjugated spinor i{/G := Gij/T = Ccx\\iT by the definitionŝ
Denoting Pauli matrices in superspace by [X1, I = 0, ...,3 } the field equation (1) and its charge conju gated counterpart can then be combined in the follow ing way:
(with cx : = -i X2). This equation can be expressed in the more compact form
where the definition of the kinetic operator K is obvi ous and the vertex is characterized by the elements % = "•= vhxl=rs xtX\ wH = wsti.= c^c / '^C r c j ' c^'
with the corresponding coupling constants 9 s tO 9 s t 3 • 9 sf> 9 s t 1 9 s t 2 • 9 s
In a superindex notation with I = (Z, x) = (a, A, A, x) and an extension of the sum m ation rule to integra tions for continuous indices the field equations (5) read = (8) with with a functional H am iltonian which com-L s / J pletely characterizes the spinor quantum field theory. The derivation of composite particle dynamics by weak m apping starting from (14) is generally de scribed in [1, 2] . As pointed out in the introduction here we are interested in a combined boson-fermion dynamics with bosons as two-particle bound states and fermions represented by the elementary spinor field. This problem was already discussed in [21] using a short-cut calculation technique developped in [4, 9 -1 1 ]. In this paper we will adopt this technique which is suitable in a low energy approxim ation where exchange forces are neglected.
In order to derive a composite particle dynamics at first the composite particle states have to be intro duced. According to [2] these composite particle states are defined by the solutions of the particle number conserving diagonal part of (12). F or the two-particle sector the complete set of these solutions can be char acterized by a bosonic index K and is denoted by {^k 12}-To perform the weak mapping additionally dual states {^f l/2} have to be introduced with the orthogonality relations (15) and the completeness relation
with / = (Z, x) and Then, using the functional chain rule
from (12) the effective boson-fermion functional equa tion
can be derived. This derivation is described in detail in [4, 9,10] and [12] . For the purpose of the present in vestigation it is sufficient to consider only the leading terms corresponding to a classical low energy approx imation. In this case the effective functional Hamil tonian reads 
As can be seen from (22),
three terms corresponding to the bosonic, fermionic, and the boson-fermion coupling part of the effective boson-fermion theory.
On the functional level the effective theory is described by the functional equation (21) 
. +In{t) < P K'(t)... < P Km(t)\ay. (23)
Then the field equations corresponding to the ef fective theory result by functional projections with
Applying these projections to (21) Equations (26) and (27) are the effective field equations for (the m atrix elements of) the spinor field i/zj and the bosonic fields < P K (corresponding to the # K). For the further evaluation the explicit expressions for the bo sonic states and their duals @fll2 have to be given.
Composite Particle States
As m entioned above the bosonic states are defined by the solutions of the diagonal part of the functional equation. The calculation of these states is extensively described in [22] and [17] . In the following, however, we will not use the exact solutions. Rather we make suitable approxim ations concerning the orbital part of the wave functions. This procedure was already performed in [5] and confirmed by exact calculations in [12] . Additionally we reduce the complete set of solutions which contains bound states as well as scat tering states to the subset of bound states. F urther more in a low energe approxim ation we consider only ground states without internal excitations (leading to a pure algebraic treatment). Then the bosonic states with m om entum k are given by
with the classification index
The matrices 5^s, 3~l, and i f ' refer to spin, isospin, and superspin. Explicitly the basis sets are given by 
with These relation will be helpful for the evaluation of the effective dynamics. The orbital part of the basis states (28) is given by a symmetric, regular wave function
with the low energy approxim ation -
For the further evaluation we insert the expressions for r k and M according to (13) and # H and = ~(^H)* according to (28) and (36) into the traces T r^i f j H 2,k) and Tr2{H1 H 2). The first trace yields 
= :T r2(s1,s 2) = m0 S,' t2 = öhl2
With these traces it follows from (44) with H = (st I): 
The constant cf depends on /* (0) and the behaviour of the propagator near the origin. Now the £ 2-dependence of Tr3(Hl H2\k2) is neglected and with (42) results
With (13) 
with cx := 48 cf x (0) and g*tl := rjsgstl. Com bining from (47) and from (52) we find for the kinemtic part of the bosonic Hamiltonian:
with Astl:= cx g*tl.
The term Ji?bb from (40) describing the boson-boson coupling leads with (35) to
J(k i) Ĩ n the low energy approxim ation the integral J (^x) can be approximated by a constant c ~ 1, neglecting the dependence from kv Then with (42) and (32) it results from (54):
The trace reads with (13) and H = (stl):
Thus we find for Jfbb the result
with cbb : = -9 6 c /(0 ). F or the isospin trace it follows with (30):
Tr4 (ty t2 t3) = j tr { t 1 t 2 T 3} = i e tlt2 t3 + 3 tyt2 ^ot3 ^o»i ^t 2t3/t2* o + ^o t 2 ^t l t3/t l (58)
For the superspin trace one analogously finds with (31):
The D irac traces Tr4 (51 s2 s3) = | t r { y°r Sl 6^S2{6^S3) + } can be evaluated using (29) and the properties of the y matrices. F o r brevity we don't write them down explicitly.
Boson-Fermion Coupling
The coupling between bosons and fermions is described by the following part of the functional Ham iltonian 
The first term leads to the coupling of the bosons in the fermionic field equation while the second describes the coupling of the fermionic current in the bosonic field equations. We first consider J^bf. Integration yields
W ith the low energy approxim ation (35), the Fouriuer transform (42) of 5 /5 bH {k), and the orthogonality relation (32) it results 
■FZlZ(x2-x n e -,k" 1 -" >i2x'(xi -x\k)!XH z'z] -£-(x2)-£-(xt).
(63)
S/z3 8/z4 We integrate over x2, x3, x4 and get with z = xt, u = x x -x:
Here exactly the trace (48) appears. Thus, applying the low energy approxim ation (49) and inserting the expression (51) we find
with cfb = - § cf and g*tl = r\sgstl. Combining the term s (53), (57), (62), (65), and the pure fermionic part from (22) This expression represents the effective boson-fermion coupling theory on the functional level.
Effective Field Equations
In order to derive field equations corresponding to the functional equation (21) with & from (66) we apply the projections (24) and (25) . F or the spinor field this yields the equation
(with cbf = icbf), while the boson field equation is given by
(cbb = icbb). Note th at these equations contain all possible couplings for the set of bosonic fields characterized by (38). F o r the explicit field equations the isospin and superspin traces (58) and (59) and the Dirac-spin traces have to be inserted. This yields rather complicated expressions describing a coupling theory with arbitrary coupling structure.
To be more transparent we will restrict the bosonic fields to those with fermion num ber 0 (fermion-antifermion bound states). These states are characterized by superspin indices 1 = 0 or 1 = 3 (depending on the spin-isospin symmetry). Herein isosinglets are contained for t = 0 and isotriplets for t = 1, 2, 3. F or brevity we introduce the short notations Aß := A°3... for the singlets and Aß := (A^) ... for the triplets. Then from the fermionic equation (67) which contains the field equations for the spinor field 1 A and for the charge conjugated field ij/0 it follows for the spinor field equation For states with fermion num ber 0, the bosonic equations (68) lead by evaluation of the traces Tr4 (/3 /2 /1), Tr4 (f3 r2 £i), T r^S a S^) , and Tr2 (si s 2) to field equations for isosinglet and isotriplet states. The isosinglet equations read 
(omitting couplings to the isosinglets). Equations (69), (70), and (71) describe (in energy representation) a coupling theory involving the spinor field ijt, isoscalar and isovector spin-1 fields [Aß, FM V) and (Aß, FßV) as well as isoscalar and isovector spin-0 fields (0, Gß) and (<l>,G ß). (The scalar quantities Z and Z are of no further importance.) The coupling structure depends on the coupling structure of the underlying spinorial self-interaction.
Phenomenological Equations for Gauge Coupling
For the com parison with (69), (70) , and (71) we con sider the corresponding phenomenological theory consisting of a complex spinor field il/aA{x), .4 = 1,2 (S U (2) isodoublet), a real pseudoscalar field 0 ' (x) and a real vector field Aß (x), the bosonic fields (character ized by the index t = 0, ...,3 ) containing isosinglets (p := (f)° resp. Aß := A% and isotriplets (f> := (0 ') resp. A» := (A^), i = 1, 2, 3.
In conventional coupling theory a variety of possi ble couplings between the fields can be considered restricted by (global) symmetry requirements. A more systematic treatm ent of interactions is provided by local gauge invariance. In the standard model of Glashow [23] , Weinberg [24] , and Salam [25] elec tro weak interactions are described by a Yang-Mills gauge theory. As we are interested in possible sub structure explanations of the standard theory we con sider gauge interactions to see whether these are con-tained in our effective field equations. In this context the vector fields AJ, (x) correspond to the electroweak gauge bosons, the spinor field \J/(x) to a fermionic doublet, and the scalar field might be related to a possible composite Higgs field.
If the couplings are assumed to be fixed by local 1/(1) x S U (2) gauge invariance, the coupling theory is described by the Lagrangian 
with the covariant derivatives Dß< f> = dß(f> + gvA ßx < f> for the scalar isotriplet field and Dß \j/ = (dM -i g, t ') if/ = (dß -igsAß -^ig vAll-x)\l/ for the spinor field, the (7(1) and 5(7(2) gauge coupling constants being de noted by gs and gv. The field strengths are given by Fltv = dllA v-dvAll for the isosinglet and FßV = dflA v -dvA/i + gA flx A y for the isotriplet. The gauge theory does not provide (direct) couplings between the scalar field and the spinor field. In the standard model these couplings are additionally introduced (Yukawa coupling). Furtherm ore in pure gauge theory no mass terms are present. In the standard theory masses result from couplings to the symmetry-breaking ground state. As in this paper we will not deal with the prob lem of mass generation and symmetry-breaking we simply add mass term s for the field to (72). Then the corresponding field equations read for the scalar isotriplet. In order to compare these equations with those derived by weak mapping, we rewrite them in an energy representation using first order time derivatives of the fields [26] . F or the spinor field, it directly follows from (73): 
The isotriplet vector field A ß and the corresponding field strengths Ek := F0k, Bk := -\ e ijkFiJ from (75) fulfil the following system: 
For the scalar isosinglet (76) the energy representation is given by d0 = G°,
Here the field G" serves as gradient field to 0. Finally, for the scalar isotriplet one finds
as energy representation of (77) (with the covariant gradient field G"). 659 for the scalar isosinglet, and
To com pare the phenomenological gauge coupling theory with the effective field equations derived in the preceeding sections we consider the case of pure vec tor coupling, i.e. we put 
one finds for the singlet equations (70) in the case of pure vector coupling:
with the abbreviation gy{ : = cbfgVsm. From (71) it follows for the triplets: (94) the Lorentz condition appears. The coupling to the spinorial current is characterized by the constant g lb s instead of gs. The consistence condi tion g lb s = gbfs can be achieved by renorm alization [21] . The equations (98)-(100) for the scalar isosinglet 
Gy -Dß Gß = -m2(f).
The same result is achieved if in the Bargmann-Wiegner equations the ordinary derivative is replaced by the gauge-covariant derivative. Physically thus the coupling of the spinor field (and its composites) to an external vector field is described. If the external field is formally identified with the composite vector field (what was actually done in our calculations) the devi ations mentioned above result. We therefore consider these deviations to have formal reasons rather than physical ones and postpone a conclusive discussion to a m ore sophisticated treatment of the mapping proce dure in forthcoming publications. It should be noted, however, that for a massless vector field (achieved by m = -Ay) these deviations drop out in tem poral gauge, which might be interpreted as a hint that this gauge is somehow distinguished by nature.
If besides the vector coupling other couplings are considered, a more or less complicated coupling struc ture depending on the coupling constants gH results. F o r example in the subfermion model of Stumpf [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] the Fierz-antisymmetrized coupling is characterized by the coupling constants abelian gauge theory appears exactly as described in the preceeding section. This was already shown in [5, 13] . In the present work these investigations were extended to a general coupling theory by considering additionally the vector field singlet, the scalar singlet and triplet.
Conclucion
For a nonlinear spinor field model with arbitrary four-fermion coupling structure we have derived the set of all algebraic possible field equations (in a low energy approxim ation) for two-fermion bound boson states and their couplings to elementary fermions us ing the m ethod of weak mapping. For fermion num ber 0 boson states and vector coupling the effective equations correspond to phenomenological equations with gauge couplings. This shows that the gauge theo ries of the standard model of electroweak interaction can in principle be reproduced from a deeper sub fermion structure. F or a realistic picture, however, the considerations have to be extended at least to threefermion bound leptons and quarks, and the isospin symmetry breaking has to be taken into account. These questions are topics of further investigations. A first discussion of the broken symmetry case is de scribed in [27] .
